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Inflow face integral:

We can either use constant, linear, and bi-linear integrals for a line 
from the last session or in this particular case, simply integrate over x

Finally, we have the boundary integral 
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Because of the refinement both spatial and temporal size of the element decrease.

Comparison with a time marching scheme
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Comparison with a time marching scheme

Advantages of cSDG method:

Achieving high temporal order 

Any spacetime method can easily 
achieve high order of accuracy in 
time

-

in time marching methods is difficult

For a 5th order method in time, the maximum time advance is reduced by about an order of magnitude.
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In cSDG method, since the only constraint is keeping the outflow facets causal, the order of element has no effect on the 
maximum time advance of a vertex.

Just because of this simple fact, for p = 5, the maximum step of cSDG method is about 10x of EXRK5!-

Problem statement:

With cSDG method 
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Each element takes its own 100% efficient maximum time advance.

Time marching schemes going from an old space mesh to a new space mesh involves projection errors

Refinement, edge flip, coarsening and even mesh smoothing operations involve projections from an old mesh to a new mesh.
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h-refinement and p-enrichment can easily be done as with all the other DG methods (compared to CFEMs)

The main advantage is that we can arbitrary change the order in time per element!-

With time marching schemes it is very difficult to have different temporal orders for different parts of the domain.
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Same shock tracking schemes can be used to track crack faces in 
spacetime

2D version of the same problem above
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